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INTRODUCING THE

WELDERS BOOT
COLLIE S3

Zip-sided
For easy on, easy off

Leather protects 
zip from sparks

Extra Safe: No Velcro 
fastened leather flap to 
reduce slips & trips

Stitched with 
heat resistant 
Kevlar® 
thread

Oil and acid 
resistant
Nitrile outsole

Penetration 
resistant 
midsole

Fire retardant laces

Feet stay safe from sparks 

Water Resistant
Premium Cowhide Leather

Caustic Resistant Leather

Steel Toe Cap

382099 S3

PLUS
4 Steel Blue Trisole® Comfort Technology
4 Stitched in extra strong Kevlar thread
4 Directly moulded polyeurethane midsole

for greater shock absorption.
4 Durable & Safe
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A Boot Designed for Welders and Flame-Cutters

An Australian Success: 

We are proud to introduce the successful Australian Collie S3 welding boot in Europe. Our welding 
and flame-cutter boot has been specifically designed to withstand the toughest welding and metal 

fabrication environments. For Australian welders, the Collie S3 has quickly become the welding boot of 
choice due to its durability, longevity, safety and 100% Comfort. 

The Collie S3 is a 210mm men’s high leg boot with an industrial grade zipper, ensuring quick-release so 
the boot can be removed with a single movement. Fire retardant laces are included at the top to ensure 
an extra snug fit. The durable Nitrile outsole has a heat resistance to 300°C and resists 200J drop force. 

The steel toe cap makes this work boot a popular choice for Rail Workers, Welders and Fabricators. 

Made from water-resistant premium leather in a classic Whiskey colourway, the extra high leg Collie S3 
functions as a visual cue for safety compliance. The Collie S3, made from redwood leather, is stitched in 

a contrasting yellow strong Kevlar® thread.

All Steel Blue safety boots are CE certified 
and tested independently to major 
international safety standards.

Meets International Safety Standards 
4 European Standard EN ISO 20345 
4 American Standard ASTM F2413
4 Australian Standard AS 2210.3


